We propose a novel direct data domain (D3) sparsity-based space-time adaptive processing (STAP) algorithm utilizing subaperture smoothing techniques for airborne radar applications. Different from either normal sparsity-based STAP or D3 sparsity-based STAP, the proposed algorithm firstly uses only the snapshot in the cell under test (CUT) to generate multiple subsnapshots by exploiting the space-time structure of the steering vector and the uncorrelated nature of the components of the interference covariance matrix. Since the interference spectrum is sparse in the whole angle-Doppler plane, by employing a sparse regularization, the generated multiple subsnapshots are jointly used to recover the interference spectrum. The interference covariance matrix is then estimated from the interference spectrum, followed by the space-time filtering and the target detection. Simulation results illustrate that the proposed algorithm outperforms the generalized forward/backward method, the conventional D3 least squares STAP algorithm, and the existing D3 sparsity-based STAP algorithm. Furthermore, compared with the normal sparsity-based STAP algorithm using multiple snapshots, the proposed algorithm can also avoid the performance degradation caused by discrete interferers merely appearing in the CUT.
Introduction
Space-time adaptive processing (STAP) is considered to be an effective tool for detection of weak targets by airborne radar systems in strong interference environments [1] [2] [3] [4] . The problem is essentially that it usually assumes a homogeneous environment over the range cells. However, the assumptions are often not satisfied in realistic radar scenarios. Many factors, such as clutter edges, moving scatterers, shadowing and obstruction, and chaff, can render the clutter returns nonhomogeneous, resulting in performance degradation of conventional STAP algorithms [4] .
Direct data domain least-squares (D3-LS) STAP approach is considered to be a powerful and effective method in nonhomogeneous environments [5] [6] [7] [8] . It only uses the snapshot in the cell under test (CUT) rather than training data, which can avoid the nonhomogeneity in the training data and eliminate the impacts of nonhomogeneous environments. However, this configuration degrades the system performance since the system degrees of freedom (DOFs) are reduced. By combining the STAP algorithms using the training data and the D3-LS STAP algorithms, the hybrid detection approach is introduced with improved robustness to nonhomogeneous environments [9, 10] . Knowledge-aided (KA) STAP approaches using digital land classification data and digital elevation data were proposed to select training data to obtain improved STAP performance [11] . Another KA-STAP method, called model-based approach (see [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and the references therein), basically employs some prior knowledge to form the simplified general clutter model (GCM) and then blends the GCM with the measured observations to design the STAP filter or directly uses it to design the STAP filter. This method can obtain good performance in a small-samplesupport condition with accurate prior knowledge. However, the formed GCM usually does not contain the information of discrete interferers because the discrete interferers can appear at arbitrary positions in the angle-Doppler plane, which results in the increase of false alarms. Moreover, in practice, 2 International Journal of Antennas and Propagation one cannot guarantee the accuracy of the prior knowledge, which is very important to the performance.
Recently, sparse recovery (SR) methods have been considered for STAP problems, such as sparsity-based STAP algorithms in [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] and L1-regularized STAP filters in [30, 31] . The sparsity-based STAP algorithms are highly related to the model-based approach but do not require the knowledge (such as the clutter ridge) to form the GCM and can be applied to arbitrary array geometries and random slow-time samples [21] . In fact, supposing that no prior knowledge of the interference is available, they discretize the whole angleDoppler plane into many small grids, exploit the sparsity of the interference spectrum in all discretized angle-Doppler grids, and utilize the sparse recovery algorithms to recover the interference spectrum. Usually, there are two types of sparsity-based STAP in the literature: one type is the D3 STAP based on sparse recovery (D3-SR-STAP) algorithm which uses only the snapshot in the CUT [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] ; the other is the normal STAP based on sparse recovery (NSR-STAP) that uses multiple snapshots adjacent to the CUT [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Both types exhibit significantly better performance than conventional STAP algorithms in limited training situations. However, for the D3-SR-STAP, the estimated interference covariance matrix is not stable since only one snapshot is employed; for the NSR-STAP, the presence of discrete interferers merely in the CUT will degrade the performance significantly.
In this paper, we propose a new D3-SR-STAP using the subaperture smoothing (SASM) techniques, which can overcome aforementioned drawbacks of both types of sparsitybased STAP. The proposed algorithm uses only snapshot in the CUT as conventional D3-SR-STAP does. Additionally, it uses the decimation techniques [32, 33] to generate multiple subsnapshots by exploiting the space-time structure of steering vector and the uncorrelated nature of the components of the interference covariance matrix. Then, the generated multiple subsnapshots are jointly used to recover the interference spectrum. Inspired by the SASM techniques used in the spectral estimation [34] , the proposed algorithm can reduce the variance of the estimated interference spectrum resulting in improved signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR). Moreover, thanks to the rapid convergence of sparsity-based STAP algorithms [25, 26, 28] , the proposed algorithm does not reduce much the number of DOFs to increase the subsnapshots, which will benefit the recovery of the interference spectrum from single subsnapshot. It should be noted that another method, called the generalized forward/backward (F/B) method [35] , also employs the SASM techniques and uses multiple training snapshots adjacent to the CUT to generate multiplicative improvement in the snapshots resulting in improved performance in sample limited cases. However, when the training snapshots have different statistics with that in the CUT, the performance of the generalized F/B method will degrade significantly. Simulation results illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the STAP signal model and the principle of sparsity-based STAP algorithms are introduced. Section 3 details the proposed SASM D3-SR-STAP algorithm. Simulated data are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm in Section 4. Section 5 provides the summary and conclusions.
Signal Model and Problem Formulation
In this section, we will introduce the signal model used in the paper and discuss the principle of the sparsity-based STAP algorithms.
Signal Model.
In airborne radar systems, ignoring the impact of range ambiguities, a general model for the spacetime interference (clutter and discrete interferers) plus noise snapshot x in a target-free range cell is given by [3] 
where n is the Gaussian white noise vector with the noise power 2 on each channel and pulse; and denote the numbers of independent clutter patches and independent discrete interferers over the iso-range of interest; ; , ; , and ; , are the random complex amplitude, the angle-ofarrival (AOA), and the Doppler frequency of the th clutter patch, respectively; ; , ; , and ; , are the random complex amplitude, the AOA, and the Doppler frequency of the th discrete interferer, respectively; k( , ) is the ×1 space-time steering vector with the AOA and the Doppler frequency and is defined by (for a uniform linear array (ULA))
where is the number of pulses in a coherent process interval (CPI), is the number of array elements, and corresponds to the spatial frequency related to the AOA . Let the inner spacing of array elements be ; then the relationship between the spatial frequency and the AOA is = ( / ) sin , where is the operating wavelength.
Principle of Sparsity-Based STAP Algorithms.
Recently developed sparsity-based STAP algorithms provide an effective approach to estimate interference (clutter, discrete interferers) covariance matrix. It first discretizes the whole angleDoppler plane into = , = ( , > 1) grids, where and are the number of angle and Doppler bins, respectively. Then the received data in (1) can be rewritten as [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] 
Here, the symbols , , 1 ≤ ≤ and , 1 ≤ ≤ denote the uniformly quantized Doppler frequencies and the AOAs. Herein, the interference plus noise covariance matrix can be expressed as
where
is the interference spectral distribution vector under the assumptions of statistical independence between the clutter patches, the discrete interferers, and the noise [3, 4] . Here, diag(a) stands for a diagonal matrix with the main diagonal taken from the elements of the vector a, and ⊙ denotes the Hadamard product.
To estimate R, the sparsity-based STAP algorithms try to calculate the parameter a using the computed angle-Doppler profile from the CUT or angle-Doppler profiles from adjacent target-free range cells, which can be obtained via the sparse recovery algorithms by exploiting the intrinsic sparsity of the interference spectral distribution, for example, the sparse interference spectrum computed by using the Mountain Top dataset [36] , as shown in Figure 1 . The whole angle-Doppler plane shows a high degree of sparsity and only a small number of angle-Doppler grids of the interference spectrum are occupied. Mathematically, the angle-Doppler profile can be estimated by solving the following minimal optimization problem known as the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) [23] [24] [25] [26] = arg min
or the basis pursuit denoising (BPDN) [20, 22, 24, 26, 27, 29] , given aŝ=
where ‖⋅‖ ( = 1, 2) denotes the -norm, is the noise error allowance, and is a positive regularization parameter that provides a tradeoff between the approximation error and the sparsity.
For the D3-SR-STAP algorithm in [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , it is hard to obtain a stable and good estimation of interference covariance matrix estimate by using only one snapshot. For the NSR-STAP algorithm using multiple snapshots [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , although it can obtain a good performance by effectively suppressing the interference in homogeneous environments, it will lead to significant performance degradation in presence of discrete interferers only in the CUT. It is worthy of noting that, for the developed algorithm in [22] , the exact prior knowledge of the clutter ridge in the angle-Doppler plane is required; however, it is hard to obtain in practice. Thus, we focus on sparsity-based STAP algorithms in [20, 21, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] without prior knowledge of clutter ridge in this paper.
Proposed SASM D3-SR-STAP Algorithm
To overcome the above two drawbacks of existing sparsitybased STAP algorithms, we propose a novel SASM D3-SR-STAP algorithm in this section. The proposed algorithm uses the snapshot in the CUT as the conventional D3-SR-STAP algorithm does but can obtain better performance than the conventional D3-SR-STAP algorithm by utilizing SASM techniques. Because the proposed algorithm does not need any training snapshots, it can avoid the increase of false alarms caused by discrete interferers only appearing in the CUT, whereas the NSR-STAP can not avoid that in this case.
Multiple Subsnapshots Generation.
To form multiple subsnapshots with the snapshot in the CUT, the SASM techniques are utilized to exploit the space-time structure of the steering vector together with the uncorrelated nature of the components of the interference covariance matrix [5] [6] [7] [8] 35] . With x defined in (3), let x , denote the subsnapshot generated using consecutive pulses starting from the th pulse and antenna elements starting from the th antenna element (where 1 ≤ ≤ − + 1 and 1 ≤ ≤ − + 1). This subsnapshot can be realized by a × decimation matrix D , with the form of
where , , is the number of zeros before the only element equal to one. We can set the value of , , in three ways, that is, utilizing subtemporal, subspatial, and subspatial-temporal aperture smoothing techniques, respectively, as shown in Figure 2 . Suppose that the total number of the subsnapshots is , which is equivalent to
where < and = correspond to the case that uses subtemporal aperture smoothing, = and < correspond to the case that uses subspatial aperture smoothing, < and < correspond to the case that uses all three types of aperture smoothing, and = and = correspond to the conventional D3-SR-STAP algorithm presented in [23] . From Figure 2 , we observe that the value of , , can be determined by
where the brackets ⌊⌋ denote the floor operator and mod ( , ) = − ⌊ / ⌋ denotes the modulo operator. After determining the decimation matrix D , , we can obtain the ( , )th subsnapshot by
Note that x , is of the size × 1 and can be further expressed as
, , and
. . .
with = 1, 2, . . . , . Thus, the generated subsnapshot can be rewritten as
where Comparing the formulations between , and , we find that there is only a phase difference
, +( −1) , ] among the corresponding elements, which results in ⊙ * = , ⊙ * , . In other words, different subsnapshots have the same angle-Doppler profile amplitude | |. From the point of sparse recovery, these subsnapshots are called multiple measurement vectors (MMV) and the solutions share a common sparsity profile [37] .
Interference Covariance Matrix Estimation and Filter
Design. Based on the above discussions, the interference covariance matrix of the ( , )th subsnapshot can be written as
In the above derivation, we have used the fact that (i) different elements in the ( , )th angle-Doppler profile are independent of each other, as well as different elements in the ( , )th thermal noise vector n , ; and (ii) ⊙ * = , ⊙ * , . From (17), we find that different subsnapshots share the same interference covariance matrix. Furthermore, it is noted that the full dimension (with the DOFs of ) interference covariance matrix can be obtained according to (5) if the parameter Γ = diag(a) = [ ⊙ * ] is known. In other words, although we use the subsnapshots to recover the angle-Doppler profile, we can obtain the interference covariance matrix estimate exactly the same as what we get using the full snapshot. This will lead to no DOFs loss in the proposed algorithm. For the real applications, we can not obtain the true parameter a but can estimate it using the generated subsnapshots with the form of
There are several aspects which should be noted about the recovery of angle-Doppler profile , in (18) . First, the values of and not only decide the number of subsnapshots but also are related to the accuracy of the recovered angleDoppler profile. However, there is no theoretic argument in current literature to determine how large the size of the subsnapshot could be to obtain a unique recovery of the angle-Doppler profile, since the columns of the space-time steering dictionary Φ are highly correlated and the samples are contaminated by the thermal noise. The following simulations will show that there is such a range of and that the angle-Doppler profiles will be well recovered from the subsnapshots. Second, since the convergence of the sparsitybased STAP algorithms is very fast (e.g., a good estimation of the interference covariance matrix can be obtained with the number of subsnapshots equal to 3 or 4 [25, 26] ), the size of can be slightly smaller than . It is said that we can employ negligible loss in system DOFs to obtain multiplicative increment in the snapshots.
Thirdly, the subsnapshots are generated only using the received data in the CUT. On one hand, all subsnapshots satisfy a common sparsity profile, which is very important especially in presence of discrete interferers merely in the CUT. In this case, the snapshots adjacent to the CUT will have different sparsity profiles with the snapshot in the CUT, which results in significant bias between the estimated interference covariance matrix and the true interference covariance matrix of the CUT. On the other hand, because the recovered angle-Doppler profile in the CUT may also contain the information of target, it is necessary to eliminate the impacts of the target signal present in the CUT. This can be performed as the approach described in [23] , which first determines the signal of interest area Ω in the angle-Doppler plane using the prior knowledge of the target signal (it is usually assumed to be known for STAP problem) as
where ( , ), 1 ≤ ≤ SOI denote the possible indexes of the target signal in the discretized angle-Doppler plane. The size of SOI reflects the uncertainty along the angle and Doppler frequency axes. Then, the target signal is eliminated from the estimated interference spectrum by marking zero coefficients corresponding to Ω in the recovered angleDoppler profile , .
After that, the interference plus noise covariance matrix can be estimated bŷ
wherê2 is the estimated thermal noise power level.
After we obtain the estimated clutter plus noise covariance matrix, the idea behind linear constraint minimum variance (LCMV) approach is to minimize the interference plus noise output power whilst constraining the gain in the direction of the desired signal, which leads to the following minimization with constraints: min w wRw s.t. w s = 1,
where s = k( , , ) represents the space-time steering vector in the target direction ( , and are the target Doppler frequency and the target AOA, resp.). Using the method of Lagrange multipliers, the LCMV STAP filter weight vector is given byŵ
Thus, the target can be detected by the adaptive matched filter (AMF) detector with the form
where 0 is the null hypothesis (i.e., target absence), 1 is the alternative hypothesis (i.e., target presence), and AMF represents the target detection threshold. It is remarked that the conventional D3-LS STAP methods [5] [6] [7] [8] firstly eliminate the target signal effects and then employ the SASM technique to generate a number of subsnapshots. The proposed algorithm directly employs the SASM technique for the received data in the CUT to generate multiple subsnapshots and uses these subsnapshots to recover the interference spectrum. After determining the target of interest area Ω in the angle-Doppler plane using the prior knowledge, the target signal can be eliminated from the estimated interference spectrum by marking zero coefficients corresponding to Ω in the recovered angle-Doppler profile. This approach will obtain better accuracy of the estimated interference spectrum than the method that eliminates the target signal before sparse recovery. This is because of the fact that if we eliminate the target signal before sparse recovery as in the D3-LS approach, some interference components correlated with the target signal will also be canceled. On the other hand, if we directly recover the interference spectrum, one can expect to obtain simultaneously good estimation of the interference components and the target signals, for example, the recovered results in [23] .
Complexity Analysis.
For the proposed algorithm, the computational complexity mainly comes from the recovery of the angle-Doppler profile , . If we use the SR algorithms with single measurement vector (SMV-SR) to recover , one by one, the computational complexity will be times of that of recovering single angle-Doppler profile. This will lead to very high computational complexity. However, if we use the SR algorithms with MMV (MMV-SR) [37] , the computational complexity will be significantly reduced compared with that of recovering the angle-Doppler profiles one by one. 
Simulation Results
In this section, we assess the output SINR and probability of detection ( ) performance of the proposed algorithm using simulated data and compare it with the generalized F/B method in [35] , the NSR-STAP algorithm in [25, 26] , the D3-LS STAP method in [7] , and the D3-SR-STAP algorithm in [23] . The parameters of the airborne radar systems are shown in Table 1 . The thermal noise is modeled as a Gaussian white noise with unity power. The clutter and target powers are referred to as the thermal noise power. In the simulations, the diagonal loading factor̂2 is set to the noise level for all algorithms. For the sparsity-based STAP algorithms, we set = = 4 and use recently developed fast sparse recovery algorithm, called focal underdetermined system solution (FOCUSS) [37, 38] , with the same parameters setting to compute the angle-Doppler profiles. For the NSR-STAP algorithm and the generalized F/B method, the numbers of training snapshots are set to 4 and 30, respectively. In addition, = 11 and = 11 for the generalized F/B method and = 8 and = 8 for the D3-LS STAP method. The output SINR loss is defined to be its output SINR performance relative to the matched filter SNR opt in an interference-free environment [1] , given as
where R is the true interference covariance matrix.
Setting of the Size of .
In this subsection, we investigate the selection of the size of in the proposed SASM D3-SR-STAP algorithm. In the example, consider homogeneous environments with none discrete interferers and the target with the AOA 0 ∘ and normalized Doppler frequency 0.25. When < and = , the subsnapshots are only generated using the subtemporal smoothing technique; when = and < , the subsnapshots are only generated using the subspatial smoothing technique; when < and < , the subsnapshots are generated by the subtemporal smoothing, subspatial smoothing, and subspatial-temporal smoothing techniques. The simulation results are plotted in Figure 3 . It is seen from the curves that (i) the output SINR performance of the proposed SASM D3-SR-STAP algorithm is better than that of the conventional D3-SR-STAP algorithm corresponding to the case of = and = since the proposed algorithm uses multiple subsnapshots to estimate the interference covariance matrix. (ii) There is a range of the sizes of and to obtain a good SINR performance, which leads to a relaxing parameter setting of and . (iii) When − > 5 or − > 5, the performance of the proposed algorithm degrades because of too many DOFs reduced (corresponding to not enough observation data to recover the angle-Doppler profile). Therefore, for our simulations, it is best to select the size of by making the ratio of ( )/( ) as big as possible whilst keeping = ( − + 1)( − + 1) > 3.
Comparison with Existing Algorithms.
In the first example, we focus on the impact of discrete interferers only in presence of the CUT to the proposed algorithm. Consider two different cases: case 1, the homogeneous environments with none discrete interferers where the ideal spectral distribution of the interference is a diagonal line in the angle-Doppler plane; case 2, the nonhomogeneous environments. In this case, the snapshot in the CUT is a sum of clutter, one discrete interferer (the AOA −30 ∘ , the normalized Doppler frequency 0.3, and the power 25 dB), and the thermal noise, while the snapshots adjacent to the CUT are only a sum of clutter and thermal noise. Thus, the spectral distribution of the snapshots adjacent to the CUT is different from that of the snapshot in the CUT, where the ideal spectral distribution of the interference in the CUT is the clutter ridge plus the discrete interferers. In the example, according to the results of the above subsection, we set = and − = 3 for the proposed algorithm. The results that plot the SINR loss performance against the target Doppler frequency of the proposed algorithm and the existing algorithms are shown in Figures 4 and 5 , which are averaged over 100 independent Monte Carlo runs. In Figure 5 , the "No discrete interferer" denotes the approach that uses the precise clutter plus noise covariance matrix without discrete interferers information.
From the figures, we see that the proposed SASM D3-SR-STAP algorithm, the conventional D3-LS-STAP algorithm, and the D3-SR-STAP algorithm are robust to the case that the discrete interferers merely appear in the CUT, but the performance of the generalized F/B method, the NSR-STAP algorithm, and the approach of "No discrete interferer" is significantly degraded in this case. This is because the estimated covariance matrices that use the generalized F/B method, the NSR-STAP algorithm, and the approach of "No discrete interferer" do not include the discrete interferers information and can not effectively suppress the discrete interferers in the CUT. The D3 STAP algorithms (like the proposed SASM D3-SR-STAP algorithm, the conventional D3-LS-STAP algorithm, and the D3-SR-STAP algorithm) use only the snapshot in the CUT, thereby including both the clutter and discrete interferers information, and can suppress both the clutter and discrete interferers. We also observe that the proposed SASM D3-SR-STAP algorithm outperforms the generalized F/B method, the conventional D3-LS-STAP algorithm, and the D3-SR-STAP algorithm in most of Doppler bins in both cases but performs slightly worse than the generalized F/B method in the Doppler range of −0.1 to 0.1. Although the proposed SASM D3-SR-STAP algorithm achieves worse SINR performance than the NSR-STAP algorithm in homogeneous environments, it obtains a much better SINR performance in nonhomogeneous environments. The cause for this is that the NSR-STAP algorithm uses more observed snapshots than the proposed algorithm and can achieve better performance than the proposed algorithm in homogeneous environments. However, in nonhomogeneous environments, the NSR-STAP algorithm does have a good estimation of the clutter covariance matrix, but it has no information of the discrete interferers resulting in a significant performance reduction.
In the second example, we focus on the impact of model mismatch, such as the ICM and the channel mismatch, to the proposed SASM D3-SR-STAP algorithm. The ICM can be formulated as a general model proposed by Ward in [1] , which is suitable over the water scenario. The temporal autocorrelation of the fluctuations is Gaussian in shape with the form
where is the pulse repetition interval and V is the velocity standard deviation (in the example, we set V = 1 corresponding to a moderate clutter Doppler spreading situation). With regard to the channel mismatch, we only consider the angle-independent array errors described in [2] ; that is, the amplitude and phase errors are modeled as a narrowband case as follows: where ( ) and ( ) are the probability density functions (pdfs) (uniform) associated with the amplitude and phase errors, respectively. The sparsity-based STAP algorithms can be easily extended to the situation in which the array has been calibrated. In fact, we only have to modify the spacetime steering vectors in the space-time steering dictionary. Therefore, in the example, we set Δ = 0.01 and Δ = 2 ∘ corresponding to the general case after the array has been calibrated [16] . In severe channel mismatch cases, the array must be calibrated before using the proposed approach. The general calibration-on-clutter methods are summarized in Table 3 in [16] . Interested readers are referred to [16] for details. The other parameters are the same as those in Table 1 . Figures 6 and 7 depict the SINR loss performance against the target Doppler frequency of all algorithms under the cases considering the ICM and the channel mismatch, respectively. Compared with the case without ICM and channel mismatch in Figure 4 , the curves show that the performance of all algorithms have some degradations because of the ICM and the channel mismatch. However, the performance of the proposed algorithm is still better than the generalized F/B method, the conventional D3-LS-STAP algorithm, and the D3-SR-STAP algorithm. Although the proposed algorithm performs worse than the NSR-STAP algorithm, it will not suffer performance decrease in presence of discrete interferers only in the CUT. In addition, the NSR-STAP algorithm requires the training snapshots to satisfy independent and identical distribution resulting in snapshots selection problem, whereas the proposed algorithm can avoid this problem. Furthermore, we present the versus the target signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) for all algorithms considering different cases in Figure 8 (the ideal case with no ICM and channel mismatch), Figure 9 (the case with ICM), and Figure 10 set to 10 −4 and for simulation purposes the threshold and estimates are based on 10,000 samples. We suppose the target is injected in the boresight with normalized Doppler frequency 0.25. The figure illustrates that the proposed algorithm provides higher detection rate than the generalized F/B method, the conventional D3-LS-STAP algorithm, and the D3-SR-STAP algorithm in all three cases, but a slightly lower detection rate than the NSR-STAP algorithm. However, as one can expect, the proposed algorithm will obtain better detection rate when the discrete interferers merely appear in the CUT. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a novel D3-SR-STAP algorithm utilizing the SASM techniques for airborne radar applications. Different from either NSR-STAP or D3-SR-STAP, the proposed algorithm generates multiple subsnapshots with the snapshot in the CUT by exploiting the space-time structure of the steering vector and the uncorrelated nature of the components of the interference covariance matrix. By jointly using these multiple subsnapshots and the sparsity of interference spectrum in the angle-Doppler plane, the proposed algorithm can obtain a better interference spectrum estimate, thereby a higher output SINR, than the D3-SR-STAP algorithm.
Simulation results have shown that the proposed algorithm outperforms the generalized F/B method, the conventional D3-LS-STAP algorithm, and the D3-SR-STAP algorithm in both homogeneous and nonhomogeneous environments and provides better performance than the NSR-STAP algorithm in presence of discrete interferers merely in the CUT. Since the model mismatch is only considered in simulations in the paper, further investigation about the theoretical analysis of the model mismatch impacts on sparsity-based STAP algorithms is required.
